Welcome to 403

In Year 2, we have had a busy time doing lots of writing, counting, reading and craft to begin our year. However, we believe it is important to enjoy our day at school with a game or giggle as a team to build relationships.

Here is how we wind down or even wind up.

We have spent a lot of time decorating the inside of our classroom. We like to think of our room as the Caravan of Courage.

We enjoy playing games on the smartboard to develop our understandings during learning centres. Can you believe that we are actually developing our social skills whilst learning about transport? Could have fooled me!

We even were busy developing our own rules and mission statement. RESPECT is the key!

At the end of the day if we have been super students the Jelly Belly Fairy will come and leave a jelly on our belly. Don’t peek now!

After all that running around at lunch we definitely deserve a hose down!